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PREFACE

In recent years legislation and litigation have begun to regu-

late the behavior of the teacher in the classroom. Little is known

about the actual effects upon-teachers of federal and state educa-

tional policy. This paper, supported by the cord Foundation, con-

ceptualizes a framework for examining teachers' ''i.ews of these
,t

policies their views of the educational process and the relation-

ships between-the two sets of views. In the past there have been

some good, but now somewhat dated, studies of how teachers view

teaching. This vsearch will up-date these findings and relate

them to the new regulatory efforts. The results should be of

interest o educational policymakers and practitioners.



5L tTMIARY

This note is part of a study supported by the Ford Foundation of

teachers' conceptions of education and of their work-- The note estab-

lishes a context for an empirical examination of the effects of edu-

cational policies upon teachers. This work will be incorporated into

a later report which will describe the study's finding's and conclu-

sions. Through intensive interviews of 45 teachers, we hope to learn

,how teachers are coping with policies that are intended to alter their

classroom behavior.

The courts and other branches of government have begun to regu-

late the process of education. Judges, legislators, and bureaucra_-

in the process of confirming the educational rights of students, have

become increasingly prescriptive in'their approach to the schools.

Some legislqtion and court decisions have even begun to define the

quality of education that a school is to deliver.

Legislative and judicial)lolicy for schools necessarily reinforces

a legalistic conception of schooling, since the policies must be general,

uniform, and enforceable. Some require the attainment of measurable

educational objgct&es. These policies do not entertain'the possibi-

lity -that the specified outcomes May be unattainable or that the poli-

cies may have unintended consequences. They rely upon bureaucratic

authority for their implementation.

These policies are "rationalistic": They seek to rationalize the

actions' of teachers by specifying curricular objectives, by prescribing
PZ"

instructional methods for attain:ng the objectives, and by evaluating
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e extent to which the objectives are attained. The theory is that

teachers conform their behavior to this model, student learning

-will occur.

Yet other theories.o_ education are possible. In the ' "spontan-

eous'" n ieous' theory, the teacher is the central rgure.- Acting spontaneously,t

he or-she fosters the intellectual growth of the student., The indi-
,

vi dual tudent is the focal point for "humanistic" theory; the teacher

creates an environment to facilitate the student's development. If

policy Aker- and teachers aaheie to different views of education,._ hen'

educational policies may not have their intended effects.

To which theory of-education do tehers subscribe? that deter-

mines the theory to which teachers subscribe? How do teachers cope

with the dissonance if their own theory is differcut from their school

systems?' This note explores these and other genetral questions as we

examine teachers' goals, aims, and implicit standards; teachers' views

of their roles; how teachers plan and conduct instruction; and how

teachers' attitudes toward a rationalistic model instruction are

shaped. tae review the.literature on teaching and teachers' conceptions,

and propose some hypotheses to be tested in our analysis of the empiri-

cal data.

7
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. INTRODUCTION

Schooling institutions have always been a part of htUman societies,

but governing bodies have rarely paid them a great deal of attention.

The functions of schools have typically been residual in nature, that

is, they are. charged with cultivating those behavio or.types of knowl-

edge thought to be important but not assumed completefy by families or

'other agencies of the society:
1

As societies have grown more complex,
ga

the range of behaviors and knowledge jpothe residual domain -of schooling

institutions has grown, and the process.af deciding which types of knowl-

edge.to teach or which kinds of behaviors'to cultivate has necessarily .

become more complicated and more open to competing demands from groups

. -

within the society interested in different outcomes. At the same time,
=

individual optio s and mobility within'-the social order have increased,

and expectations of schooling institutions have been heightened.

As the residual domain of schooling has become larger, the perceived

importance of schooling to individual and societal attainment has'also

increased. This, coupled with the more egalitarian,ethos of contemporary

_ societies, has resulted in atte Atsto formalize societal expectations

of' and demands upon rception of education as "the great

2equalizer . . the balance-Orteel of the social machinery" has encouraged

vigorous efforts to hold schools accountable for both the equality and

the quality of the opportunities they afford. For example-; the enforte-

ment of equal educational :opportunities for children of d ent races

was justified in the seminal Brown decision by the importance

education' to the individual and to society:



Today, education is perhapE the most important function of
state and local government. Compulsory school attendance
l'aws.and-the great expenditures for education both demon-
strate our recognition of the importance ofeducation to
our demoCratic'society . _ .- Today it is a principal in-
strument in awakening the child to cultural values, in pre-
paring him for later professional training, and in helping
hill to adjust normally to his environment. In these days
it is doubtful.that any child may reasonAly be expected
to succeed in life if he is denied, the opportunity of an
education. Such an opportunity, where the state has under-
taken to provide it. is a right which must be made avail-
able to all on equal terms.3



. II. GOVERNM ENT. EEGt1LATION OF THE SCHOO

The courts and other.branches of'government are devat more

and more attention to regula -cing schooling. As the rights gdents

have been articulated through litigation and legislation, the duties

. .

of schoolS have also become more crystallized. The riglit, a equal
.

n
, A,

,..

educational opportunity described In Brown has evolve4 fro prosdriP-

tion thar chooling opportunities may not be allocated on.`thk basis of

race, to a series of additional proscriptions that schooling oPPortuni-
--..._

ties may not be allocated on the bads of geographic residence or com-,

munity wealth, restricted on the bas 6f physical or mental.handicap,
P

or denied without due process of law. The dudes of schools and scho

systems in cases such as these are fairly clear -cut. Schools muatp

vide educational opportunities to'black students on the same basis as,

they provide to white students. States must provide educational oppor-

tunittes to students'` in poor districts on thecsaine basis as they pro-

vide them to students in rich districts. Schooley not exclude

,_.
students with Handicaps from participation, nor my_ exclude any

student Without a hearing that proViJes justification for doing so.

n all of these instances; cases arise that are-difficu

problems of defining equality and

ye;

ice recur-constantly. Nonethe-,

less, the negative standard implicit in the proscriptIve approach

allows schools and school systems considerable latitude in perfo rming

their functions, so,longvas tHey do not intentionally violate the set

f taboos'a iculated by the courts.
4

1n-the process of confirming the equal protection and due-process.

rights of students, however; judges, legislators, and bureaucrats have
6

become increasingly prescriptive and resuIts-oriented in their approach



to educat-ion policy- The Fn.

this approach by holding, inter

decision contained the seeds of

alia, that segregation has aharmful

effect upon the educational and mental development of black children

Snd implying that desegregation, by contrast,

effects. In prescribing desegregation

Court linked:the Provision- of equal.

outcome =s of the- educational process

would have beneficial

as a remedy to this harm, the

educational opportunity to the

and took the first tentative step

toward prescribing the functions of schools. Opportunity was
4

construed as encompassing 7rot merely access but also outcomes

o be,

and

successful 'dese egation would be measured by increases in test scores

than \

rather h merely by the 'presence of black and whi dents in the

same schools. School districts Jere not only to stop discriminating

in their assignmefit of studenta,to schools; the rationale, at least

in part, was to improves achievement. Numerous school desegregation
a

cases decided since Brown have used unequal` educational attainment to

4impel a finding ol unequal educational opportunity.- Some have pr

scribed remedies for low achievement as a part of the

order.

Similarly, suits

desegregation-

ntended to correct ineqbalities in

cational opportunities restilting from school district wealth

edu,

have

evoked judicial edictsbich suggest that accessto equal rOsources-

(commonly expressed in dollar terms) is but a means for improving du7,

catibnal attainment.
6

When the Supreme Court decided,San'Antonio

v. Rodl4iguez, a suit,challengin

districts, it eschewed ol7erturni-

arguing, in part-, that there was

unequal expenditure6 among Texda school

the state school finance system by

insufficient evidence to:proN'hat'''

tale system. denied Cnildren "an opportunity to acquire the basic minimal

skillse Accessary to "exercise the fundamental rights of citiz

The Court implied that there might be "some

ship.

tdnt fiable quan=tum_ of



.education" necessary fot the meaningful exercise of the rights of speech

-and po cull participation in the political process. 7
While the Court

did not -indicate Aheat that

one

imum amount of education might be, or how

could deteimine whether and when it had been attained, most inter-

,

pretationa,o
N
f the language by legal scholars have suggested that the

4

appropriate test .of the minimum guarantee

educational wee-

ould have,to involve assess-

This concept of a minimum guarantee-po7Ses a: two-pronged
problemto.be resolved by further litigation. The sue
cess or failure of the-education provided Ito a group of

Vehildren,must:be measured in terms of results, an some
\criteria mUst"be formulated to determine. when the uca-
ion meets the constitutional standard to which the-

Court:has alludec0 . -

-----7-

The'definition of a minimum standard of educational oppOrtunity

was discussed at length in the New Jersey school finance case Robinson

a

CahiZZ. The state Supreme Court defined the New Jersey constitution's

-borough and efficient" clause
9

in the lollowing terms:

The Copstitutiona guarantee must be' understood 'to embrace
that edUdacional,opportunity which is needed in-the con-
temporary-setting to equip a child for Ais_roleas_a citi-_

_

ien and awe competitor in the labor market.1°
1

Jenerally accepted notions that schools ought to prepare

ldrn to function in society a' citizens , -the-RO vison decision
/'

added effective competition in the labor market to the list of outcomes'

to,be produced by schools The idea that'schools ought to.prepare-
-,,_

.

ildren tojcompete in the, labor market reflects some relatively new

the. functions of Schooling.. It reflectsilie fact that

nhildten are-nOt-expeeted.to betrained for,aliMited Set-of tasks

predetermined `by 'their parents' oeeupntions or social status. It re-
,

market'social mobility has -made the labor



an increasingly competitive arena. It implies-that preparation for

work (especially for paid employment) is one of the primary functions

of schooling, and legitiMates demands for i ediai- "relevance" and

for emphasis on "basics" in school curricula. It implies, finally,

that readiness to,compete in the labor market is a quality that can

be quantified so that we can ascertain whether or not it has been at-
.

h

As Suggested by the an AntOnio v. Rodriguez decision there is

hire, again, a presumption of some minimum adequate amount of prepara-

tion which will satisfy the judicial Mandate. The New Jersey court's

decision did not turn upon the equal protection guarantees of the fed-

eral or state constitution, but rather upon the state constitution's
.fr

education clause. The state's responsibility under provision was

interpreted to include equalization of both tax burdens and .expendituret.,

In addition, the court concluded that "the. State has a responsibility

not only to provide financial assistance to tht local district but also

to delineate the broad terms of operation of the local district, both

'-1
`fi

1
ncially_and, ducationally, In 'specify more- learly--

-the functions of schooling, the court also felt compelled to require

that the State,through its legislative and executive branches, specify

more concretely how schools should operate, that is, how they should

performithei educitional functions. The fine line between prOscripe Ve

and prescriptive policymaking had certainly been tressed.

Donald Horowitz has observed that recent. judicial actions are not_

limited, en-An exercise of veto power which restrains the actimpa,of
f ,

,

the other branches of-government. ,Instead, "(w)hat is asked and what

awarded is often_the f.something,-not -just the-stopping of--

thing:"12-

demanding performance that

He traces a trend on the part of:the,judiciary "toward

cannot. be measured in one -or wa simple acts

A
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but in-a, whole course of conduct, perfo -ance that tends t- be open-
,

ended in time and even in the identity:of the parties to whom the per-

,formance will be owed."
13

Likewise, court,decisions asserting equal protection guarantees

for classes -of students sUch,as handicapped children have charged

states and school districts with the duty of providing an adeqUate and

appropxlatc-odu ation-forl=such-s -ptoscriptilmr-diatisUth

Studenta may noti5e excluded from Schools, courts have added the pre-

scription that the education provided them must be suited tO the:

needs or-appropriate to-their learning_capacities. 15 _.The requirement_

of suitable or appropriate instruction was extended to include the

manner of providing education to non-English-speaking students in
.

V. Niohols. In that case, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the
16.

San Francisco Unified School District discriminated against Chinese-

-speaking students by failing to provide them with instruction "suitable"

to their educational needs. The children were effectively excluded

-froth-education, the Court ruled, because they could not understand
-

English, the sole language of instruction: On the basis of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 and its regulations, the Court required the San

Francisco school systemrtp remedy the language deficiencies of its

Chinese-American pupils so that-they could benefit from instruction.

The adequacy and appropriateness of education provided to other

children has been litigated in gases alleging misclassification of stu-

dents in special education classes or lower "brscks" of ,the school

program. -As Lindquist, and Wise note:

ClasWidation_or_Aracking-11-of-studentsatdbiding to the
schoolr best estimate of their educationalability ts.a.
gdfterally accepted and widay_practieed_Ohenomena in
American Schooling. This precess-of selection, evaluation_
and placement of students liei at the heart of the educe
ors' '..speCial-claim.to competency. ':Yet the increalsing
regency of gOevous-TnstanceS of: student,"misclassifida-
ion" hasIbtiun,to change the judiciary's traditional
defeencetesuch:professional-decisions.18



In the initial cases of this genre, the courts rul ;&that assign-
.

tent of students based pr rily on the use of "culturally biased" tests,

was impermissible, since it resulted in invidious discrimination against

minority students. Other suits alleging school district negligence

or "educational nalpractice" have been dismissed for lack of a definable

19
f,---tNnr--e-r---hur-where a- Staturofy duty has been established,

the appropriateness of school p actices has been successfully challenged.

In one recent case, a federal district court awarded ioney damages to

a handicapped child who, as a ward o stare, was not provided appro

_priate_aducat -.20
anal services.

_ _ _ _

_ In still another case litigating priateness" c a school's

-pregrath a federal-district court ruled that plaintiffs who speak "black

ErigliSh' are entitled to a special program to help them learn to read

erandard'EngiiSh.
21

The attorney for the plaintiffs noted that they

did not want "black Englishq declared a sepaiate language ,wIthpoSsible

bilingual classes. 'We were looking at how to teach fbese kids to read,"

2
he stated. Two a4cts of this case seem particUlarly noteworthy.

First, it is infesting that the plaintiffs found it necessary, or at

least desirable, to bring the matter of teaching* groUp of stUdents to

read to the attention-of the courts. _Hecond, it is significant -that-

thethe court decided it had an appropriate rolerto play in settling am

educational issue of this kind.

Horowitz describes this phenomenon

American :courts have been more-Open to new challenges,
more willing to take on new tasks. This has encouraged
others to. push problems. their way--so much -so that no courts
anr-here.have greater responsibilitylOrpaking public polidy
-the. thg.dourts of the-United States :23

--=--
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.Legislatingair4 _Re u atingIstc21Effectiveness

Since the proviSion of education has become the subject of equal

"protection litigation:courts have.assumed an increasingly prominent

role in haping:policies for education. Judicial decisions, initially

proscriptive in nature, have tended to become more presc_iptie -As

--7ttc-tgatiOn-has become amore accessible avenue for educationdl reform.

At the same time, judgments-concerning eqUality of educational oppor-
P

tunity have been expanded to include judgments involving the adequacy

and appropriateness _ the educational programs- provided to- classes

,of children. In each of the major equal-protection arenas described

'above we can trace the policymaing effortsof courts, legislatures -i

. and government agencies through increasirIgly prescriptive and quality7

conscious iterations of this top-down 'approach to educational.problem-

solving. In fact, in many areas where the courts have heretofore de-

clined to intervene -- declaring them the province of legislators or

educational-practitionersaCtions undertaken bithe-legislatiVe
+

-..-eXedutive 1 ranc17.0 of government have increased the likelihood that
.r

judges wiirb'e called upon to define the meaning and 'tie limits of such -.

concepts as educational adequacy minimal competency, and'teacher

'accountability.

The Concern for the educational,. achievement of mnority students

voiced in Brawn was carried forward in a national survy,datd by

the:Civil Rights- Act of 1964 The Act

Educ8tion to "conduct a.su
___-- '----,.- -'------:----

equired the Commissioner of

ooncerning the lack ofavallability

f equal- educational opportunities for individuals by reason of race-

color, religion, or national origin in public educational - institutions



.

of all levels in the United State

IV

,,24 The researchers who performed

the survey, however, did not limit their investigation to equality of

resources or inputs to the: educational process; instead they extended:

their search to an examination of the relationships between various

_school inputs and outcomes as measured by verbal achievement scores of

students.
25

The major impact of the Coleman Peport, as it came to be

known, was . in ehiftingpolicy attention from its traditional

focus on comparisons of nputs . to a focus on output; and the

26
ef ctiveness of inputs for bringing about changes in output. .

That change in focus was reflected in,other governmental efforts

to aid disadvantaged students. Iltle r-of-the Elementary Arid SetOridary

Education Act of 1965 provided financial assistance to scho districts

with "concentrations of children from low-indome families" to meet "the

special-educational-needs-of educationally deprived-children.-u27 In

order to gauge the effectiveness of Title i programs, student performance

data were to'be used in perfoiming,"systematic evaluations" of thao

effects of Title 1 funded projects. A clear intent of Title as

improve the effectiveness of the-educatioual_system, thao o in-,

crease he level Of measured achievement among children from poor'.

families._ The ,Edu ation-Amendments of 1974 clarifidd-that,intenthy

t
calling-upon the nfwly-formed National Institute of Education to con-

..1

,2
du aatudy mpof the 6fictiveness-of-coensatery educatiOn:p ograms'.

8

NIE

student.

as 'given three years to discbver hoW to allocate funds to Improve

event in reading " and metheniatics.,_.

_While the Institae found evidence Title I. effectiveness,Ats

report,also cited some unintended consequences of .the system for

lating fund,allocations. -Although tlie progra, development.requIrements-



are intended to allow wide discretion to school personnel in designing

programs to meet the needs of educationally disadvantaged children,

the complex legal frame o k governing_the administration of the programs
.

.

has oftenl"resultM 4n the adoption of "unduly restrictive policies."

Tot example, some States and districts have planlied their
progtams more conservatively than the law or the regula7

___-_-c-tameLtequire in order to-avoid being charged with violas
dons during program audits. In some areas the provision
of'spedial serviced in:theregular.classroom is forbidden..
and students are Oulled..odt-of_class for their compensa,-:
tort' instruction, but Title i doiS-nat,re uire or encourage
either 'pullout' or 'in-class' programs.2

Ironically, the study reported a finding of increased ef -ctivenessof

in-class rather than pullout instruction, especially for primary. school.

children. Although ,the regulations did not intend to-prescribe the mode-

of operation of School programs funded ,by Title L-the effect of the

regulatory-- system has beeata restrict schodl-adMiniStrators, perce

,tions of their discretionary authority. The massive regulatory struc-

titre for administering Title 1, involVing federal state, and local

educational agencies in developing procedures monitoring programS,

auditing -budgets, and evaluating program resUlta, had been invoked-to-

ensure that monies appropriated by Congteds are not.only-spent'tnpre

;Services but. are also spent in a manner.which will improVe students

achievement scores.

A more recent effor to provide equality of educational opportunity
.

to students. previously underservedby schooling institutions

attempt to provide appropriate 'educational programs for phyaieIly and

mentdlly.handicapped cbildren. 'Following a. spate of, coutt decisions

which affirmed the- rights of handicapped children td an edUCational

.

,progra.4. suited to their need states enacted laws requiring such..%. =

ate departments of education'issued guidelines concerning how
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an appropriate placement would be determined, and some funding a as

ypicall provided to ensure that the services would be available to

eligible-student --Overlaying-these efforts, he-United State Congress--

passed the Education for -All Handicapped Children Act in 1975. _The

purpose of the Act is:

4.

.-tu- -a re -t hat -a=ll hand capped -o rarr itave-availabl_-
toithem . a free qppropriate pal is education which
emphasizes special education and ed. services designed
to meet theirunique needs; to assurefthat.the,rights of
handicapped children and their parent's or guardians are
protected, to assist States and localities to provide:for
the education of all_handicapped-childrerG-and-to assess
aridaasure the effectiveness of efforts to educate handi-
capped children.3U

In addition to making special educational services available to

haildicapped students, the Congress has sought to assure that the ser-
-

vices - wall.- be effective= and has-reciutred_specific_educational procedures

and practices`to..adb eve this goal. The State muse "provide for pro-

cedures"'for evaluating the effect-iVedeasof the programs. The school

district must "provide assurances" that,it

- ized education program for each handicapped child and will educate each'

.child in the "least. restrictive envitonMent." The federargovernment,-

n turn, must assess the effectiveness of individualized atiudation -pro-

Statei andIocal-dibtticts must "establish and Maintain due

irocess procedures for matters "relating to-the identification, evalua-

-'educational placement of:the child or the provision 6f a free'do

_appropriate public education to-dual child

fit appears that the law-stop ho r of prescribing*hqactual

e of the educational program to- -be offered (Save that-itba-in-

dividuallY determined and conducted in the,least restrictive enVronment
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Presumably, Congress preferred to leave, thatquestion to the expertise

of educatiohaI practitioners. There is yet some likelihood, though,

that where the Congress left off, the agencies or the courts Will in-

Aervene., Some advocacy gridups have presged the U.S. Office of Education

to define such terms as "appropriate-education," although the Deputy

mmissioner for S_pecial Education was doubtful that is the role

the federal government to, get into the business of individual decisions

Of appropriatene§s."
32

OE would prefer to initiate a process,"whereby

local schools could define appropriate education for -individual children."

.Others fear that- federal courts willprescribe the content of an appro--

priate educational program if federal and state.education agencies are

slow to act. In fact, their fears may be justified.

A federal court in. Pennsylvania. has already interpreted the Act
--

-require states to provide summer edudation programs to those handicapped

,although the judge declined to specify,which-,-
udents who need the

- (

students ,,require summer programs as part

education."33

a "free appropriatelic
.

argued that its 180-day limit on the School

yea applied equally to all students. The

"equality of services and programs is not the test for

ruled however, that

whether an appropriate edudation being provided by.-,th

is likely that,futurelitigation will push the judicial sygteM

toward defining a legal standard by which the apprepridteness f educe

may be judged. It is also likely-that state

re specific definitions and guideline

districts to

day by fede=

_
order to avoid being "drags

for lecal school.

_the:lieat:of
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Ihe purshit of equal educational opportunity through school finance

reform bas'also been accompanied by school accountability movements

which. seek to ensure effective and efficient deliVery of school-service

While the courts have generally articulated:a ;negative Standard of equity

which prohibits a direct relationship between school: district Wealth:

schboI expenditures, legislatures enacting school finance reforms

have often ti,ed- such reforms to accountability .and assessmen

ome feW cases, courts have instructed state legislatures t define
0 ,

constitutional commands to provide. "thorough and efficient" or "ample"

education, and then to devise a system of funding schools which allOws

--school-districe to-meet-ehese-requirements.! Even absent such 'judicial

guidance, state legislatures have devised increasing numbers of statutes

whiCh reveal a-concern for ensuring educational achievement rather than

-lading educational -opportunities, _d- a- concern with adequacyfor

rather than equality,. In his Aiscussion of the evolution of approaches

or equal educational opport Aitr, David Kitp notes that state iegisla7

tures -.have'addressed_ the issue, of school finance refo ry differehtly

0 the_judicia_

The judiciary searched- for narrow, coherent standards >by
which to define a 'constitutional right conderning resource

biequity; Roiisori v.. Cahill is -the conspicuous; exeeption.
Legislatures have taken a quite different taCk,:perefiving.
school /finance as one of many interrelated refer& concerns,'
among them . the imposition of cost control` on spend-
thrift dfitricts, an.d the introduction'of accountabilttY
requireMents.36

Bee n 1963 and-1974i state legislatures' enac
=

encouraging School accountability

asst -± 73 laws

ough management and budgetir

_
reform 'planning ind evaluation and, statewide adsessment

St - 44
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of student performance.' The vast majority of-these s atutes__(66cout

9
of 73) occurred subsequent to the onset of the school fluent reform 7

movement in 1969-
37

__n_msny states there was a -leer Connection between

'pressures to fund schools more equitably and thejmpositionAof Cost-
.

quality tontrols upon local school districts. All oche politie ..sought-

is make schools accountable for results by recommending speCific tech

piques directed toward the improvement of educational. outcomes. Each-

of them prescribed a set of procedures and practices designed to acco_

lish the goals of "adequacy," "efficiency,'

cation.

`Recent attempts to legislate,educational accountability have begun

ffectiveness" in. edu-

mandate educational achievement by requiring thatstudents pass min-

1 Competency tests for __on and/Or .graduation. hyearly 1979,

states had adopted or authorized measures ofbbasic skills proficiency.

as requirements for student graduation.. All 50.states haVe under-
I 1

1taken some legislative or state board activity In,:the area of setting

_standards or schpoTh- or students.
39

Underlying -passage-of minimal
,

competency testing laws. is the assumption that tenting

will raise-,academic standardi'and increase educational

Donald Lewis identifiei three.major Are p omieent

of .basic skills'

achievement.40

themes which

efforts to: mandate student achievement of speci dardsz.

First, the .state, has a duty_tdestablish a
state- supported education the attainment
level of proficiency in skills necessary
an adult, citizen. Second, a testing plc
to students ts the best,:or most practicab
measuring whether the goal is being achiev
the-test _results'shpUld be Used to reasseE
aZter the manner in whick.the school syste
child. 4'1

a goal: of'

a- certain

unction as
admimi6tered-
e, meamsof-
d..Thi-rd,
and\perhaps
treats the
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competency :eating, then, extends state esponsibil_

for education to, include not only the provlaion of- opportuniiiel, but

alsoe the .guaranteed attainment by students of minimum, proficiencies

Yr,

-Apecified skill areas. -It- ecluitAs-that- ,school districts not oily prgir

vide educational services but that they do 'so in a manner that will

be ef fective in producingperticular outcomes. It requires that stu-

dents not only attend''school but that they acquire and demonArate their
o

proficiency in certain learning areas. Minimal- competency requirements

raise the possibility-thet-whereatqZhave assumed a responsibility

o guarantee student learning, students have. been awarded the .corre-

sponding right to learn.

Educational malpractice suits which have heretOfere been brought

before the courts have faiied in la 4e part because the duty pf the

etate or school.district has not been specified a precisely as it

would-be under a minimal competen cy testing law. Nor have th methods
-

adhieving adequate outcomes -been' specified -as precisely as they

would be under accountability legislation whiCh requires the .use

techniques such as perfo rmance-based education, competency-based teacher

levaluation,_ or learner verification. In. Peter Doe V. San Francisco

ified School Dqetrict, one of the earliest educational malpracticC

nits,' the plaintif action was diamissed because the_ceurt eduld

find no clearly definable -duty

our t commented that:

care owed toilim by the state, The

Unlike th ;activity,of the. or the marketplace,
elaOroom inethodqlogy affords no readily acceptable

or--injUry. The science_
Of pedagogy 'itself is fraught with different and -con-

flicting theories of ,how.or whet a .\child shOuld he taught,
and jany layman commonly aoesrhave :.his own
emphatic vienta. on the eubject.421.,



However, -11-accountability legislation may provide; the, tandard with which
%

courts can construct cOnstitutional or common .aw duties to ensure
a

minimally adequate education for Valdren.- futther, the performante

of theee'0dtties'will have to depend upon particular theories of "how or

what a -ch-IIU-Shbuld be taught.",

mlether the practice of education can be directed by state governments

in his manneris a question that remains.unanswered. What the unintended

consequences may be of 'such` centralized, determination of educational--may

practices is alsci.a,question.which deserves further examination..

lawmakers.(judges and legislators) at the. federal and state level---of,

tte3,zeraturn7tneir attention to devising policies intended to ensure:
6

ucatiowal achievement and attempt to prescribe -methods achieving'.
9 .

school a ctiveness,- bureaucracies will enlarge .or emerge to implement

the .policies. I order to minimize glitigation, regulations will_b

44issued which will seek to "cover the fast Possible ease ,"44 perhaps-14-
_

.

straining school pdrsohnel behaviOrs even more than tis requiredred he'-

law in an It tempt. toevbid potential Violations..

Certainly, prescriptive policies which emphasize educational qual-,. e

ity and.pro4uctixity intend to alter the manner in which schools operate
40

twhen'the pnlicy goals are not achieved. producttvity questions

intrinsically more difficult than-equity questions because they

ut of epolitical imnasse but from a fundaMental lack of knowl-

edge abort how t9 teach.. Hany.ofthe serious probIeid ina.ication exist

because thjte is ne highly devetoped.science or_ technology of-education
4

to help confronte problem. The absence of such science or technology,

does: not prevent the policYmaking ysteni from acting; On the-
.

tontrary, where,ne'theory exists, the policymaking system cons_ ucts7-

its own educAtioi,
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'11LM4S2E2icinLEYstem' s View Education

N - -
Legal responsibility for providing education-is vested: tin the

states. Pederalapd s t governments alike have a responsibility to

enforce--equal_protection of the len. Operational responsibility fo

schools has traditionally beendelegated to local School diatricts

whose boards of education-create policiesft-if mplementatAir by the,

schools' professional staff. This arrangement of authority, organize-
.

tion, ancicontrol means that local schools must operate:Under the

rections which higher 'levels of authority chdose to impose. Yederal

d state courts, legis'atures, Arid educazional -AgencieS,havt a good-
?

deal to say About wh local schools may or_may not do in-the course'

providing bducat rig What drstinguiShes -legislative and jUdicial
. .

policy from lodally generate& policy is that "its principles' are drawnr-,
f

-_necessary'more' from-legal than educational 'imperative.

upon law .

and_the.schoo

tends to. reinforce 4 legalistic conceptionof education

;,45
Legal policies

that, in order- to, affect the ,behav

are directed; laws'must be general,

able from a distance.

The ocurrent legalis

ing elemnts:,

are

are also distingniahed.by the fee

Ors f those-at:who the policies'

uniformly and'enforce7

heeling includes the. folloW

maginable,

conception o

el) While numeroud goals for education

important to, find a limited sot upon whiCh agr6ement:Js possible:;

.

.

(2) The goals, once determined, must be put'intoa'fbrm, whicb
. ,

will- permit assessment of the extent to which they:have been
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The policymaking. syslem through its executive branch ust-

gearate rules and procedures or designate practices which, will

facilitate goel attainment

(4 Comparisons of performance will facilitate evaluation

provemeet.

(5) Administrators must enforce the rules'and procedures by moni-

toring the actin of teachers and by evacuating the progress

of teachers and students toward goal attainment.

(6) 'Teachew must implement the designated policies by following

the- spe d practices, rules, and proce urea.

(7) Goal attainment must- be measured; goals Y-b usted down

ward or the amount of services adjusted upward for stain

classes of- students.

Continued non = attainment of any of the pecified' goals must

triggerre-iteration the steps listed above.

Absent from the legalistic paradigm is any method for determining

how - -or whether --the goals. can actually be attaine there is no refer-

ent for assessing the nature and content of educational practice or

affects the child. It is possible.that this emission is due

the fart that paicymakers do not yet-possess the tools for legislating

--about the educational process, alternatively, because policymakers

th4.nkthat legislating-something to occur is sufficient to cause it to

occur.- Horowitz - suggests that the latter-interpretation may be e

since the judicial process generally tends to treat the--nbaification

scion of cempliance o
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In the simpler world of the common law--in which the adju-
dicative process is still firmly rooted-- compliance was
merely a question of obedience. Ability-to comply could
be. taken for granted. lithe judicial process has not KeallY
faced up to the issue of compliance costs [i.t., diffi-
culties of adjusting behavior to new rules of law] in social
policy cases. Still less has it considered the problem
of unintended consequences of decisions."

The notion that schools may be unable to comply with certain

policy edicts or that the policies may have unintended consequenceS

is fcireign to the legalistic conception of schooling. Furthermore,

the capacity of the judicial system to respond to non-compliance or

unintended consequences is limited by several aspects of the adjudica-

tive process:, it is focused on rights and duties, not on alternatilles,

it is a piecemeal, incremental process triggered only by grievances-
.

which reach its arena; its adversarial nature and the fact that liti-

gents may-not be representative make ascertainment of social facts
4

.47'difficult;* and it makes no explicit provision for pOIicy review-. Miles

the legislative process is less severely restricted, it,
a

tends to'

suffer from an inability to ascertain social facts, the recurrent patterns

of behavior on which policy-_uit be based. Even when legislature are -

reluctant to= makpolicies in areas about which their knowledge is limited,

_court decisions sometimes compel-them to formulate law in areaa where,

knowledge of human behavior is indeterminate.

This is the case when educational policies are devised which at-
-.

tempt to improve school effectiveness. The theory of education which

underlies such policy development includes certain rationalistic

assumptions about human behavior and:learning:

(1) The child is pliable, at least within the range of

aptitude and normal :xpectations.
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(2) The Ceacher is pliable and will modify
e

to comply with legislation court orders,

her-behavior

egulations,

scientific knowledge ...bout education.

A. science of educatibn exists which yields treatments that

can be applied by teacher to student.

Policymakers who subscribe to the rationalistic model of schooling

also accept certain-asumptions about the way schools function. Basic

assumptions underlying the rationalistic model include the following:

(1) Organizations have clear-cut goals that are understood and

subscribed to by the members.

Activities are planned.

Activities are closely coordinated.

(4) The necessary information is available for making theeinformed.

decisions necessary to achieve the goals.

(5) Officials have sufficient control over the organization to

ensure compliance with long-range Plans. 48

It is not at all clear that these, sets of assumptions about human

behavior and organizations are satisfied in the case of schooling.

Recently,` social scientists have proposed other models which may better

explain what happens in school-systems schoors and classrooms;
49

how-

ever, courts and legislatures--because their limited enfordement

capacities and their consequent need for formal, rational, and "objective"

administrative systems50 -must rely upon rationalistic, bureaucratic

conceptions of schooling when they-devise =parities concerning the pro-

ceases or outcomes of education. Michael B. Katz argues that bureau-

cracy is inevitable only "(i)f-order,.efficieacy, and uniformity are
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preferred to responsiveness, variety, and flexibility .

" 1

making of social policy =through litigation is predicated upOn the accep-

tance of the former set of values rather than the latter, thus the

legalization of education is inextricably connected with the bureap-

cratization of education.

Bureaucracy Is the organizational embodiment of-the rationalistic

model. x° -Weber viewed bureaucratization as the rationalization of

collective activities, and he described bureaucratic rationalization

as a process involving either the weighing of a relationship between

means and ends or the development of procedures which will ensure that

a-practice conforms to no In the'fi si instance, raticnalizatiOn

occurs when the relationship between means and ends is known--when the

c ends are attainable given the means, or when the means ::re reasonable

given the ends. In the second instance, rationalization occurs when

established procedures and regulations ensure conformity to norm

When a valid relationship between means and ends is accurately deter-

mined., practices can be standardized to achieve the desired objectives.

When an appropriate means for ensuring conformity to-norms is accurately

perceived unifOrm procedures can be designed to attain the goal of

conformity These practices and procedures -- because thay,are standardized

and unifor- -can then be transmitted from the center of bureaucratic
1

.
1

.

'authority to the bureaucrats who implement the mission of the organiza-

tion. In either instance, of course, bureaucratic rationalizat on_-,en-

tails cent alization of authority and decisionmaking, a hierarchic

ordering o offiCes and staff roles,
,

determined 'bile Of procedure.
_ 1

operation according to centrally-
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Educational policymakers behave as though they believe that schools

model
52

. That model postulatesoperate according to the rationalistic

that schools operate by sea=ting goals, implementing program to achieve

these goals, and evaluating the extent to which the goals are attained.

The goal-oriented process is assumed to be effectuated through a bureau-

cratic distribution of,formal authority and work responsibility, It

is further assumed that the attainment of goals provides sufficient

incentives. to drive the system. Policies emanating from a belief in this

model are designed to improve the operation of the goal-oriented process.

PoliciA which promise to increase productivity and equity are imposed

on the existing structure of the schopl in the anticipation that they

will improve edudation. What may be wrong with the rationalistic model

is that those who are attempting to change or control schools by refer-,

ente to it are implicitly basing their actions-on a set of assumptions

that may be different from the assumptions, practices, and theories under

which the schools actually operate.

To the extent that centralized educational -decisionmaking depends

upon assumptions about schooling which are unfounded, is may fail to

attain the intended-policy objectives and, further, it may generate

,unintended consequences. If rationalistic systems of thought applied

to education do not adequately describe the process_of_schoeling-or-

the acts of teaching-and learning, the result may be a phenomenon which

we call hyperrationalization. hyperrationalization is-an effort to

rationalize beyond the bounds of knowledge. It involves imposing means

,which do not result in the attainment of ends, or the setting of ends

which cannot be attained given the available means--imposing unproven

techniques on the ,one hand; and setting unrealistic expectations on the

other.
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III. THEORIES OF TEACI INC S

.-L

NG AND EDUCATION

Although we lack any clearly, acceptable theory of schooling,
we might be able . . . to detect an implic4t theory Under-
lying the various proposals that are made. Insofar as we
can detect such a theory, we must conclude that it places
great stress-on thaformal curriculum, on the program of
instruction, and on the administrative features of education.
Certainly, these are the forces (4e-seek to manipulate, when
we direct our efforts toward the improvement of education,53

Policies directed at improving the educational system are often,

'as' we have seen, based upOn a rationalistic view of the ptpcesses of

teaching and schooling. Policies which incorporate the use of such

methods as competency-based teacher education, performance - based educa-

tion, t- :ion-referenced testing for diagnosis and evaluation, and

behavioral objectives are clearly designed to influence the behaviors

f.teachers in the'classroom. They seek to rationalize the actions

of teachers by specifying curricular goals and objectives, prescribing,

instructional methods for attaining the goals and objectiVes, and

evaluating the extent to which the goals and objectives have been met.

Policies which proscribe management techniques such as planning,

programming, budgeting systems (PPBS), management-by-objectives (MHO),

program evaluation and review techniques (PERT) _and-management-iiffbr-

ration systems (MIS) Seek to rationalize the decisionmaking behaviors

f administrators by specifying procedures for setting goals, for

designing programs or methods to achieve theApals; and for valuating

the extent:to which the.goals have been achieved. .Educational change

-is mandated by imposing rationalistic schemes for planning, teaching

and evaluating performance upon existing schooling practices. Despite

(or perhaps because of) the lack of a Clearly definable or.generalW

acceptable theory of edncation, the growing impetus change relies

other disciplines such, as science economics,
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An increasingly complex apparatus has been built since [1950]
to create and disseminate new approaches to public schooling
. . . The superstructure of people involved in education
but working outside schools is increasingly influential. The
result of all this activity is a marked increase in the op-
tions available to those making educational decisioA at all
levels. . . The sheer knowledge of existing alternatives has
an'effect on the decisionmaking climate in schools and school
systems. Nowadays the decision to do the usual thing is
clearly a decision--it is not merely showing one's commit-
ment to 'good practice.' For today, 'good practice' itself
requires specific assessment as, older verities give way to
a new outlook which stresses rigorous goal specification and
empirical validation of claims. The dilution of traditional
ways of thinking supports those who uphold 'rationality' in
school decisionmaking.54

V

The risk involved in generating prescriptive policies on the basis

f a rationalistic theory of schooling -is that the theory may be in-
,

adequate to describe the realities of teaching and learning. If this

is the case, the policies will not achieve their intended objectives

and may in feet Nave unintended,, potentially harmful consequences.

Although the policies may be quite salient to policymaers, ,they may

be seen af; irrelevant or even counterproductive by teachers. This

study explores in a comparative way the rationalistic'view of education
--

promulgated by eourts_and-legi latur_--4Ad the views of education ex-
,

pressed by teachers. In this section, several alternative theories of

teaching and schooling are presented and their implications for educe-

tionalpolicymaking are briefly discussed.

Th _Rationalist c Theory

The rationalistic model is based on an approach toward the study

of phenomena which'has been highly developed in. the sciences, parti-
fi

Cularly the physical sciences. In that arena, the long history of

imentation and research has given credibility the assumption
fi
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that there are predictable relationships b

effects, between stimuli and responses. Be__

study behave in easily discernable, syste

een interventions And

=use the objects under

- ways, it is possible

to devise meaningful abstractions and simplifications of reality which

will allow prediction of behaviors. Thus, we know the size, shape,

weight and density of a body of matter, we can predict with reasonable

certainty the amount of appled force needed to move.it a given dis-

tance. Because cause and effect relationships are known (or can be

discovered) given the availability of pertinent facts, it is possible

uncover reasons which explain the occurrence of any event or condi-

on. It is Possible to rationalize reality.

Those who apply a rationalistic approach to education assume that

the processes of teaching and learning rest on an underlying order.

The assumption of predictability requires a view that students are

essentially passive objects, hence each student of X, Y, and Z charac-
..

teristics will react in the same way h n-a given stimulus or treatment

is applie1 by the teacher. Outcomes are predictable; all that remains

decisionmakers to devise is a correct'specification of inputs or

processe Results are achieved by the deliberate application of ration-,

ally-conceived practices. Productivit increase in direct prppor-
.

tion to'the amount and kind of deliberate effort-exerted by the. teacher.

A rationalistic view of teachirg produmcs'that once the goals of

education are decided upon by,e ternalt authorities, admini trators will

define behavioral objectives and teachers will, teach to those objectives.

Teacher and pupil performance dan be tested.; these assessments will
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yield meaningful measures of the success __ the educational enterp

The tests will give a clear picture of student and, by implication,

teacher competencies. Objectively measured student competencies can

be linked to other objectively Measured teacher competencies because

the student is an empty organism to be shaped in deliberate ways by

the teacher-trainer. The teacher is to deliver a product which tits

the specifications described by the goals and objectives.

The schooling process in the rationalistic model is chaxacteristic

of bureaucracies.. It enta4 ls-(1) a functional division of labor, (2)

the definition of staff roles as offices which are distinguished by

functional specificity of performance and universalistic, effectively

neutral interaction with clients, -(3) the hierarchic ordering of offices,

and (4) operation according to rules of procedure which set, imits to

the discretionary performance of officers by specifying' both the aims'.::

and the modes of official action.
55

By conceiving the teacher as bureau-

crat, the model does not allow for variations in teacher or student

temperament, interests, or styles. The model may be too simple for

describing classroom life because of its assumptions that objectives

can be standardized and that teaching and-learning processes can be

simplified and= controlled.

The spontaneous Theo_

Perhapt the most directly contrary concept of schooling to the

rationalistic view is the spontaneous theory- articulated by John M.

Stephens. He notes the "remarkable constancy of educational results

in theface-o idely differing deliberate approac__-_-s, and he. speculates
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that effective schooling is less dependent on deliberate rational

decisions than on spontaneous tendencies possessed in varying degrees

by all human beings. He Suggests that theorists make a great mistake

in regarding the management of schools as similar to the
process of constructing a building or operatink a factory.
In these latter processes deliberate decisions play a
crucial part, and the enterprise advances or stands still
in proportion to the amount of deliberate effort exerted.
If we must use a metaphor or model in seeking to under-
stand'the prOcess of schooling, we should look to agricul-
ture rather than to the factory. In agriculture we do
not start from scratch, and we do not direct our efforts
to inert and passive materials. We start, on. the con-
trary, with a complex and ancient process, and we Organize'
our efforts around what seeds, plants, and insects are
likely to do anyway . . The crop, once planted, may
undergo some development even while the farmer sleeps
or loafs. No matter what he does, some aspects of the
outcome will remain constant . . . 7

estudent here, is regarded as an active organism who possesses

an ability to grow and to learn evenin the absence of deliberately-,

applied instructional techniques. Stephens further postulates that

teachers possess spontaneous manipulative and communicative tendencies

which would,'in and of themselves, "induce a sub t _al measure of

educational attainment even in the Absence of rational, deliberate

decisions, in the absence, indeed, of any intent to teaell."5' These

-tendencies include the urges of human beings to manipulate their

environmenrin ways which have little immediate survival value, to

commend some perforMances and

'disapprove or correct, other performances, to supply arfanswer-which
\

elude someone else, and to point to the-Moral or the reason for a

-
endencies are used

talk of things they know, to applaudor

particular occurrence or outcom

activate the mechani

-These

n students which engage learning.
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(H)owever much he may add to them, the teacher never relin-
quishes the spontaneous forCes. These blind, automatic
tendencies are inevitably at work when even the most soph-
isticated teacher deliberately sets out to instruct. -

Underlying his deliberate intention, these automatic,
spontaneous tendencies'inevitably bring about motivation,
practice, reinforcement, guidance, and the enhancement
of insight."

The spontaneous view of teaching assumes that the goals and.obje

tiv s of education are many, diverse -and often unrecognized, since

schooling cultivates a wide range of behaviors and knowledge which

may have remote, unforeseen survival benefits. Efforts to specify or

restrict the goals of education may be Counterproductive since they

may limit or exclude the cultivation of potentially usefdl traits.

Such arts are also unrealistic because "the teacher is the crucial

factor ir'the process, . his actual interests determine the effec-

tive otrriculu and . his minutey-minute classroom activities

are not susceptible to precise control by,Others but stem instead from

as ient, beneficent tendencies deeply ingrained within him H60-

The leacher is conceived as dir or of an -organic process who "stint-.

ulates here, provides nutriment ther and confidently accepts one outcome
61

and rejects another . The rd e of the administrator-is to recruit

individuals who are well-endowed the spontanemis teaching tendencies,

tr!

provide them with facilities and artVaudience,"and then gracefully

-1 ar." Policies whi:h.seek to improve education shoUld be based

an understanding of the prganic'prOcess of teaching arOiearning,, should

seek to intrude as little as' pos 1 -into the classroom, and should-

-focus on the provision of a' resources or expertise in -the unusual

cages where students do not resp d to the normal, procedures, used by

----7 teachers.
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The organizational model underlying the spontaneous theory,

corresponds most closely to the natural system model employed by some

social scientists to look at organizationd.

In the natural systems model, organikation 'policy'
accumulates crescively and in an unplanned manner . .

(T)he model implies that power is dispersed, partly
because authority is ddliberatelyidecentralized and
also because of 'slippage' that can occur between the
levels at which policies are formulated and-those at
%which they are implemented . Also the hierarchy
accentuates communication problems; the longer the
hierarchy thecmore distortion that can takey'lace*
each successive' lower level, due to misinterpretations
As well as to conflicts of interest between subordinate
and superordinate groups.62

The natural systems model begins to explain the difficulty described

by Stephens in -lementing curricular goals and objectives set at ,the

top of the administrative hierarchy.

The original statements of the [curriculum]`committee will
will -act as stimuli for one set of people such-assubjecb='. ,
matter supervisors; These people, inturn; will react to
the stimuli, possibly merely mirroring what they reeeive,
more likely, incorporating much of themselves into the
reaction. Their reactions will then act as stimuli for
a second set of pebple who will also react in their own
way. After a'number of such intermediary transactions,

?someone, the teacher', will'apply some stimuli to thelpupil,
himself . . Since the-curricular 'message' that wemay
direct toWUrd the student is-to pass through so manypeople
and is to be reinterpreted by each one, it seems unrealis-
tic-to strive for precision in the minutia of-such,state-

. tents. It seems hopeless to try to control -the teiCher's
behavior in any detailrthrough aseries of messages that
we May.neverrecognize by the time they 'reach him and
which' may be Clearly reorganized by thetime they leave
him.63

P
_

The assumptions of the natural systems model diffe from those,

of the ratidnalistic.model,in important ways. ih fact, Corwin viewS u

the two models as repr_-enting opposing/ extremes On -a set of organiza



tional characteristics. 64
The natural systems model assumes the

following organiZational characteristics:

Absence of consensus among the membership on values, norms,

and objectives; (
. Functional autonomy of the parts of the organization;

Bargaining and compromise to decide the terms of the rela-

tionship in the absence of consensus;

(4) Decentralization of power. which imposes constraints on,the

ability of the central office to impoa

of the organization;

11 on members

(5) Incomplete information for making decisions; and

(6) Lack of coordinatioR in planning and policymaking.

Corwin reasons that this model mostaccurately'describes organi-

zations with long hierarchies where the higher levela'.are directly

linked into the political system and the organization is vulnerable

to outside influences. The model *e also useful, he suggests, for

understanding organizations which operate in turbulent environments
t

which impinge on the organization's ability to plan and maintain. con-
-

P

trot. Corwin specylates that "(t)he demand from many groups that

schools should be made more 'accountable' for-their effdctivenebs could
,

-help to counteract the goal displacement characteristics of turbtient

65
environments, .-thus making them more rational.

The view' of teachers implicit in thb natural system- mbde1 1

Compatible with that propoSed.by Stephens spontaneous theory. Teachers:_.
---.

maintain thei own value- and pursue,their own bbjectivds'despite edicts
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-from higher aUthorities. Because they are functionally autonomous
0

and de facto power is decentralized, and because planning and: olicy-.

making are totuhighly coordinated, teachers do not govern their routine
=

actions with refe'rence to the deliberate decisions made by others in

the hierarchy. They may accede to some rational is procedures through

process of bargaining and compromise, but these will never tliminate

whatever- spontaneous tendencies teachers_bring with them to the class-

room.

Humanistic Theories

Both the rationalistic and the spontaneous theories described above

presume.that schooling should provide some benefits

paring children to become good citizensad workers

to society by pre-

or by cultivating' .

behaviors ...and knowledge which y yield long-term survival benefits

the grdup." While the former relies on deliberate specification
0

and-the latter on 'spontaneous human tendencies to produCelthese social

ben fits,.both predicate the eistence of schooling on the expectation

that tliTe social order will be enhanced by the training of children to'

acquire knoWledge and behaViors deemed important by adults. Of course,

some benefits are expected to accrue to the individual child as well,

but these are secondary,?long-range, and adult-determilled.

Included he e under thelleading of hbmanistic theorieS

are those perspectives-which place the individual child at the:center

he educational process and which, to varying degrees, attribute

to the. chila'botli choice and responsibility for what he_learns. Under

rubrics such as humanistic and'- progressive education, child-centered

to education assume that children will InstffiCtively_or

0

A.ntuitiViIy learn whateVer it _itey '!neW7-tp-knoWif. given an
,

approaches



envirOinien.t Which is diverse, and 'stimulating. Whatever rational _role

accorded to providers of schooling is limited to aeciaims conce

ds ,of, 'will be included in the educational' setting.

-.'The:primary.--gotil of ,ichoolinguie not to prepare children for adtillt

occupations or citizenship, but to
,

help theni to satisfy their _innate

curiosity. -The veriNis approaches share a nucleus of ideas which re-

late to the view that

the child .should be allowe&:t6.--defelop his-own inner paten-,teal_ rather--...than have ideas and-techniques_ from the -adult
world imposed upon him, thus denying the childia own inte-
grity.and -inner being. ' Rather than focusing attention upon
the preparatiOn 'of the nhild 'fdriadult life, treating the
-child as nothing but an adult in -the making, or .allying
the child,_only.the mitii!iial-necessaryiledUcation in terms.
of the skills reqUired ear adult:functiOning, the child
centered .approaeh by- treating the child.: as a.. Unique
subject with irs.lown-eteds_ and interests,. ,to extend to

_thild'agolarge- 4.. measure of antonomY::as ie=consiatentwith a'liberal democratic_ view of. society. . The-,,=--child is no longer regarded as empty.- Vessel' to he
filled by the teacher,-but to- a large extent .as ar-----

- biter -of." his own eati-Cation::fle folloxth
own interests, in exercising - his 'right to .choose' he
acquires self-cOntrol -and4tpsponsibiiity.66

e approaches that might be ascribed to a humaniatic theory of

-education vary greatly in the amount of 'authority ado

king decisions abitfut cure:trators and teachers f

Aoriel- methods. The brand of progressitrism urged by

ed

and instruc-

couraged a problezi olving rather than a suhjec _ ,approach toe

learning, an emphasis on leeyhiog..,W_doinii and -a

importance of

child. Other

emotional well as-intellectual::, development in the

have reasoned from his concepts ,ithat "the school sets



out deliberately to derive the right-environment for-children, to

ACElow them to be themselves and-to develop in the way and at the pace

:appropriate to them It laYs special stress upon individual dis-

covery, con firsthand experience and on opportunities for creative

work. ", concerns and timetables are unseated by concerns_

for individual growth-at different rates and in diffetent directions.

The school need only provide "the right environment" so that the child's

instinctive,- organic growth processes can flourish.

The "magical child" concepts of Joseph Chilton Pearce (and others.

who espouse transCendent ortranspersonal education) incorporate the

sgricultutalanalogy of schooling -put forth by Stephens into a frame-
.

work which, by its reference to "magical," undeliberate development,

might be termed itrationaliotie --based' on "a system emphasizing.intui7

tion, instinct, feeling, or faith-ratherthan teason."68 Pearcb'E

theoty _suggests that certain deliberate intetventiods'may harm the

child s -natural development and, further, that pursuit

may conflict with Individual growth.'

societal goals

Pearce assumes that just as there is.a biological plan for.
the development of a seed into. aslature plant, there;must .

be A- biological plan for the growth of the human mind/
:braid -and.the/whole human otganism, and that if there is
proper nourishment and no interference with the biblogical
plan nearly,every_child couldapproachasuperhumanqual-
ity of life. . . Pearce suggests a present conflictIle-
twee:tithe-infant's-biological intent and society's imposed',
intentions, A::conflitt that could be-largely avoided Jive
placed feWer restraints on-tIwyoung Child. He cite
Hafts TUrth's assertion, for example, that requiring /the
child to leatnreading and.writing virtually stops n-
'tvliectuZigkowth for-about four years.and.posts: thle
possibility that the teaching of reading might p :fitably
be delayed to as late as age 11.69



-learning

__Anne Raywid's discussion of five models of the teachi

ituation that have assumed increasing prominence over the

past decade uncovers similar assumptions about the nature of learning

7and the prodes of education. 0
BaSed on the thinking pf reformers

auch:as-John Holt, S.' Neill, Ivan Illich, and even Karl Marx, these

*del& involve a range Of childrdirected learning precesses'which enr.

viSidn the school as. a "bazaar" or an "amusement park," or which do

away with the school altogether ,(the ' "just be"'model). 'The "praxis

model- emphasizes learning-by doing within the community, and the4

"Siddhartha model" portrays the individual student as seeker requiring

an idiopyncratic and personalized learning' program. In each of theee:

models, the teacher's role is to fashion an environment or-provide,

stimuli in response to the'student's expressed neede-and'interests.

Neither the teacher nor the school systeM holds any clait'to superior

knowledge about what or how the student should learn.. Testing what'

learnere have learned is irrelevant to the, goals and assumptions im

plicit in the models.-

aviously, for those who subscribe to h hurdenistic theory of gdu-
o

cation, there is.little or no need for a highly rationalized ottaniz-

tional structure,loadminister or make policies schools. How can

flone prescribe minimal competencies or behavioral objectives for groups
% .

of-childrentwhen the curriculum and mode of instruction vary. child
I

to child? 'Qhile presumably all adults engaged in the schooling venture

work together to facilitate the growth of the whole child,' the dictates

of the'educational,program stein..from the bdttem--froM the child-- rather-

than from the top of a hierarchy. "At the level of the 'teachers' class-

room piactice and in the echos of the;achool- the aim is towards a_fluid



-ohy of cooperative actors allowing full and free a cpression on the

part of.the children."71 Tq the extent that any organizational model

cempatible,with this ideal, the assumptionsOf harmony, cooperation,
, ancl

fluidity suggest an organic model. AcCording to Corwin, the organic model

assumes harmony amOng.the parts., a high degree of interdependence among,

the parts,'and balanced reciprocity "The rationality! of the syst

the sense of correspondence between'ends and means) is not derived from

managerial control,lexpertise, and planningobut-from functional
\

.
ci-ependence among the total system..772:

The humanistic theory.is not a direct counterpoint to the rationalistJ

and spontaneous theories. The first two are clearly models of teaching and

its control; the third is a model of education which,- like thespontaneous

model, is not compatible with rationalism. A fourth model'to be.described

later (pp. 57 and 58)`views the.teacher as a broker betWeen the demands of

policy and the iMpulses of spontaneity. For analytical purposes, our main

distinction is between Chose policies which arehighly,rationalistic and

those which are less rationalistic. In reality, we expect to find few,

any, teachers who adhere, to a single model. 73

Implications of the Theories

The theories and models described above ,d

explanations of. the nature of: teaching and learnin the processes. of echoo.

e- significantly in their

s, and the ways in which educational organizations\operate. At the heart

Of the rationalistic theory stand the,poliCymaker and administratorwha

thtionalize the operations of lut-schdol through deliber ate decisionmaking

and procedure-setting. In the spontaneous theory, the teacher is the cetitri

figure. "The rest/ of the vast educational enterprise chiefly serves ..,the

purpose of permitting the teacher to give spontaneous expression to the
f

educated man he finds within himself--and in so doing, to foster useful



intellectual growth in his pupils."74 The individual child is theefocal

point for the humanistic theory, and the schooling %ystem revolves:arouild

his needs and,interests in providing an onvironmentto fd

devlopT_

The distinguishing elements of the theories inclu

'cerndng. how goals for eduChtiOn are set (and'by whom),

e'differences

the_' goals

fact are, how*they are to7be transmitted among and:operationaliked by _ite

various. actors in the. schooling process. The actors are variously v wed

as active or passive, deliberate and rational-or,spontaneous and-inStincti

The components of the. educational system are variously perceive&is agtona

or interdependent, tightly or loosely coupled 'vertically or horizontally.

in egrjted consensual or'iiidiyidualistic in their perceitions of values,

norms, and ob, ectives. De facto power ray, be perceived as centralized at

various: Wierarchical levels or relatively decentralized.

Depending upon which theory of education one subscribes-

model of the educational proceSs Seem

nd which-.

most aptly to describe what'one

observes, the appropriate roles and tasks of policymakers,' school- adminie---

trators, eachers nd'students will appear quite different. Certainly

policymakers and practitioners view the reality of schooling in vastly

different ays policies and practices will be dissonant -And intended

policy outcomes will be unlikely to occur It is likely, too,.that various

actors in the educational system are unaware, both individually and

tively, of the assumptions upon Which their -respective models depend;

hence, the reasons for any disjuncturewhich,may occur between. policy and

pracce are obscured. If a solution based upon one's theory doei not

-succeed, the,answer is to specify the treatment more prezisely and to

-.apply it ore rigorously, for the solution itself api_ unquestionably



The sociology of knowledge arguep_that Scientific thought,
and especiallY thought on social and political matters,/
does not-proceed in a vacuum, but in a socially_conditioned
atmosphere. It is influenced largely by unconscious and
subconscious elements. Timms elements remainli&len.from
the thinker's observing eye because they form, as it were,
the very Place which ,he inhabits, his social habitat..
The social habitat or` the thinker determines a whole system
of opinions and theories which appeseto him as unques-
tionably true or self-eVident. . _This is why he is not
even aware oLhaving made any' assumptions at all: But
that he hasimade assumptions can be seen if wkcompare
hiM with a thinker who, liVes,in a very different social-
habitat; for he too will proceed from i systemm-Of appar-
ently unquestionable assumptions, but from a very differ-
ent one; and it may be so different that no intellectual
bridge may exist and no compromise he Possible between
these two systems. Each of these different socially de-
termined-systems of assumptions is called by the er,ciolo-
gists of knowledge atotai ideology .75

Our concern' or-investigating the Views of teachers toward tieA-

ing and schooling stems from a recognition that the teacher is the

central figure within the classroom where educational policles shaped

by higher authorities must ultimately be rtmple_ented. If educatiOnal

policymakerd are inclined to
_:

embrace a highly, rational stit\model of the

school while teachereareinclined to embrade less ratienaliatic models-

of schooling- then the policymaking system not-be _communicating

with the operating system. 'The to ayste:: be ause.they are base& on

different ideologies and theori_ of education are only loosely coupled.

-Polidvitakers create policies which are consistent with the rationalistic

model and which would. work if the model were a good represent tion of

school reality. If practicingeducators do not believein:the:ration-

alistic model and do not share its assumptions, the policies will not

work as intended because educators will be unwilling or unable to

_accommodate their behavior to the model.



.

(T) he choice 6f ':an. .image;;.:or_ a. model learning,_ scene_ is
choice' Of no small:, Consequence . . 'It: -entirely -_

clear Whether pie particular image or metaphor- summariz7
xrg...' the ideal learning SO'enar*ri for each of us, ia aome-
-thing that causes, or caused',`-by, our views -of
educational theory 'Either way, prohahlyYtha'-chbite
occurs-. without. nice".76ilacipus deliberatun for most of
uS.. .But -once made it can itlfluence a good: mady
room deciaions. 76



Ho teachers vieff'teaching-has been.the subject o

Jacksonts Li s'in-rtzSerooms and Dan-C. sortie's'

78
choolteagher. From these books emerges a picture of teaching'and

teachers which stands-in-dramatic contrast to the concept of rationalis-

tic teaching. Thesa- arch efforts and 'others -"have suggested that

the-events, -conditions, processes and-outcomes which teachers perceive

salient and relevant to'their work are different in some important

spects-from-tne:viet. -teaching- implicit in the rationalistic

Of course, the Jackson ancrIortie 4atawerecollectedsome years ago,

and it is possible that-teachers! vtewe of rpne__ F,,zmd learning have

changed over the last decade or so. Whether this is in fact the case

is one question this study will attempt to answer., Other major

suestions to be addressed include: To the extent that teachers' view

-conflict with rationalistic assumptions about-teachiahy-dp7-fedairs

Continue-to hold such views in the.face.of pressures-to change?

.What -ate the experiences and kinds-of information upon which teachers

base theirtimplicit thedries of:tesching.and learning?- How, do:teachers
. ,

. ,respond to----or cope withpolicies which seek to change their behaviors

cht0 their work?

section reviews some of the:past and current research on

feacher"thinking and eXplores some preliminary-hypotheses concerning

.7tly,teachers may think and operate eathey do.-

PescheraT__Gesla -AIMS and-Im-licit:Standands

_The rationalistic -- -model assumes-that the underlyingebjective.of

:he teacher is to maximize individual and Aggregate academic-achievement

measured by objective test scores. Yet, in examining 'sources of

sacher,pride and satisfaction, both Lortie's study and Jackson's foilnd



that teache placed- little emphasis on objeCtive,grpnp results ,Yackacnf

noted_thaf "testing, when it .mentioned at all, given little-emphasis.

These, teachers treat t being minor:: importance olfahelping -them

.understand,how well they have-:'done The students' enthusiasm and.

involvement-seem much more iTportant than do their .performance on tests

Similarly, Lortie.found that "a.few-elementary.teachers linked pride to

favorable outcomes- on achievement tests; but they Seemed hesitant-to:

.,, 80
so. -

n-addition to assigning little importance.to the results of tea- .

as .a source of pride,. the teachers interviewed by .sortie did not seem t

judke.their effectiveness in short run, objectively, measurable terms.
.

They felt that the effectiveness their ork would be eflected in thce-

lacer lives of their students; most of them emphasized- al outcomes and-
. -

positive student attitudes toward learning as the. primary.goals of- .their _
. _

teaching. While the rationalistic model abstracts and Simplifies.neallty,..-,

these teachersall wing or' discreet measurable outcomes and

seemed unwilling to accept this view of the purposes

in

k; -they saw-themselves as responsible_for a whole

Lortie notes that, "compared with other craft

teaching, and'the prodUcts sought by teache

measure by several assessment triteria."8i The intdngibility-o eiching

ante 6 their-

the work procgsse

are difficult to

goals makes it-diffiCult'to use a fixed model ah.dguide for comparing'

intermediate outcomes with the goal; the number of influences upon.0 child

makes assessment _of the teachers' 'Pact relative to others inherenly-

troublesore;-the purposes of education are many, and_some are controver-

alai; and-the changefulness of maturing children renders he-natUre and

tug of appropriate assessment smb guous. "The teache craft he

concludes, "is marked hY the absence of concrete models-foi emulation,

.unclear lines of-influetde multiple and controversial. teria, ambigui

aboutfassessment--_timing,-,, instabilityain.-the product



-Advocates of rational,stic approach will argue' la4ountability
-43

'climes are, des gned to focus the teachers' attention on concrete, Objec-,

veAutputmeasures. Indeed,-it-is likely that when such goals era

emphasized, teaching for the test will occur.. However, whether teachers

-will fundamentally alter their orientations is quite another matter. One

- -
might speculate that the recent- plethora of accountability legislation - may

have changed the:wayainwhich teachers regard theitroles and the,criteria-
'

by which they:Judge'theit_performance, -.4knationWide teacher opinion poll

conducted -by the National Education'Association 1979 suggests, though,

that at le-Olt insofar. as atandar4i*ed tests ars concerned,, teachers'. views

have net been substantially changed. Most of the .respondentsto

.survey felt that 'group standardized achievement tests do not,measure the

really important-aspe_ is of a student's progress, are not reliable' criteria

forgroOpingor tracking students, and should not be used.to determine
- 7

students' promotionor retentiOn. The-teachers'overwhelmingly disagreed.

that scores on such to e valid measure of teache- effectiveness or

of educational qualitY in schools More than three-quarters felt that

the eilmination of all standardized testa would have no effect on their

teaching.
83

, :
Jadkion suggests that teachers' distrUst of standardized tests

founded on their beliefs tVat children behave atypically on tests- =the

esta,do notMeasure what the. children really know, and:,that performance

on achievement testes more= -a reflection of the - children's o-_-_ ability,:

84-:'
than of teaching effectiveness. Lortie,

discuss achievement test performance

tangibility of -Measured gain

credit for th

too, observe that teache

they are aneer6in of the

or the igh,f6lhess of their claiming

These attitudes; if they'art.accurate represent ons o teacher

beliefs, suggest that teachers do not share.atleaSt -p-of the assump-



Ona=uponwhich the rats
= alistic model of teaching isbased. First,

hey dC not seem to accePH the tenet that objective measures of- outcomes
! ;-

neicators of goal.attainment: Either the tests'or'schievement are valid

do not measure the attaIt ent of certain-important goals,or the

ulta do not accuratel epresent students' knowledge in the'areas

which are tested. Seco tea cher 'do not seem-to believe that student

learning is a direct fu_ Lion of teaching treatments,-that teaching in-

entions have predictable effects'uion student outcomes They seem

steitd to vies student) as dynamic actors in the -learning process;
7

iVagion, Personality, -_xPeriences and maturation

are seen as contribut gotleast as much to student- ,earning a

and d methods

made` by Xdacher in Jackson s.and Lortie's samples

teaching strategies
-

NuMerouwcomme

express a beliefthat childrendevelop more or less spontaneously-and

gest a vie- that the teacher can only facilitate or guide-the learning'

"wo

hat the

theft owR." When describin instances in which a

up" or "saw the light'," the teachers were

adVances could haVe been the result of the. Children'S

quick to .

'awn deVelopm her than the - teache 's effo.
, .

When they cited their

Own actions at :11, the teachers mentioned the encouragement theThad
: --------

trait to give to he children864-,

The achievement the year, when you know our schedule'
and situation,mea that the kids! progress and hard
work is phenomenal.', lm-proud of them fort:doing it and
l guess of,myself for keeping them together and needling
them to- do it.

This vies',' or how learnin- es,placc would seem to encourage a focus

on the proaess of education rathe- than ithe product, sincethe,former_ca0,

beAnfluenced-by teachers while the

zik&o.sMokkle.L7,2itniseteitisi*sfia.cfai" ii&Cgagiltamp, ft



_contrast-between "an orientation to means among teachers and an orientation
_

to endi among techn crets t. The differing orientations

product:are consonant with his-observations that-teachers are oriented

d the. present while technocrats (researchers.and administrators) are

o-iented toward the future. Finally,'WOlcott observes, the teacher's

orientation-is toward the personal elements.of a situation, while the

technocrat is oriented toward. Objective aspect_

vaiue..systems

the task at hand, The

of teachers and technocrats are different i

prbduce tensions between their goals and their 'styles,.

(T)eachers seem to placelittle value on the-fOrmal.elements
of authority, power, and.control. Their value system turns
on processes vf, becoming rather than on proceases of con-
trailing, Learning is at the apex of that value system;
teaching is the instrumental activity through, which teachers
help others to o-achieve it.88

aye that

Differences between the value and. belief patterns o teachers and

administrators he'Ve also be examined by Phil Cusick in a study which

found that teachers value pe sonal ralationships and the develoPment

of positive socialattitude over such things as achievement a, standard-

administrative:evaluation.and.-changes in instructional teca
i

ators trying-to-iMpose:rational-management mo

the other hand, value clear statements of intended outcomes, goals .and

objectives, and administrative evaluation over the huManistiC4concerns

voiced by-the teichers..80.

. . . teachers devOte their efforts toward creating
-mini - communities within their claSsrooms. These
communities_ are then thfavehible'thraugh Whichiin-
tructional activities-are undertaken, ClasTom
caMmunitieitend to'emphaSike the groUp--rathe than
the individual, resist change and outside influence,

- and emphasize individual behavior that is-coliective-
ly oriented,. . On the_ otherIland, rational,
manftement models imposed upon classrooms bY.'admini-
stratorsAnd'those outaide-the=ciasstoom ten to
emphasizeindiViduallStudent-achieveme ition,
elbstract,7 odel*-0f,instruction, coordinati of -\,-

,..- : -,
-teac 8,- 6 d__evalhationby.outsid , among

e ;tb 9
'.iii'j!'

,



The = characteristic resistance to change and to (nits influence on

e-part_, teachers cited-by -Cusick was -observed 1bk. l,or ie, ,rho linked
A. .

.

the cdneervvatfve ethos of the teaching occupati on to the..iack'Ol a

teChnical culture in teaching.: "Reflexive*Onseivetiam Lortie remarks

'simplicity denies the significance knowledge,sassuming

at energies should be, centered-oft realizing conventional.gnaln in

known ways. Jackson also comments on-the abaence-of a technical

vocabulary in.his conversations with teachers noting a conceptual

*simplicity in their talk characterited by an intuitive; rather than, a

rational, approach to class

to an open indedstance when confronted' with alternative teachin

practices.
92

Beth Lertie and .Jackson observed a resistance to outside'`

oom events, and an opinionated, #s opposed-
--

,t,.

Influence on-the part of t achers which was'reflected in their emphasis'',
--..

bounjedness in theclasaroOm.-The impattance.of'"Sharp existential

boundaries" was expressed 'in teachers'` desires to mizilmize outside

nterruptiona and distractions and their efforts to maximize thett,

student involvement. 93.control ova

Injin. ethnographic study of a teacher's Classroom perspective,

anfound that the outlook.Of,the elementary-schoolteacher she

COUbiAla,- ,ohar.acterieed_ay_lais-
1

44monfor_ reating

and.cohe\iive group and maintaining that group. :Me teacher made-plans.

:and interpreted events in terms of their impact on the 'groupness

: the class . He modeled and emphasized cooperation and respect for

members and he designed activities that generated,a high

_a c: part of their effo

the development.of classroom commu es - -bounded and cohesive-

protected from intruaion-suggests a their views may be'describedby



as-been termed in the, sociolagicalaiterature et; a ilemieedilefe. , .

, . .

. ----

loealistic or community) orientation.96 7 Sociologists; -since Durkhei.0'
a

have7,0psited' that human knowle ge systems and behavior are influenC4

by_different foris of socinl. o nization. What iwcentraLro a. person'

.
outlook is in large part deter in d bythe social system in which he-

.

functions. Two'main forms of social'organizAtiondommunity (or Gemein-,

schaft) and-society (or Gesellschai have lipen examined and characterized .

as representing diffeting world views. and., consequently, behavior patterns

of groups,member

In e- Gemm=inschaft, social relation's areeffectively defined by norms

and tradition; personal and emotional controls govern individUal beha4*;

I
,viors. The Community is characterized, y set territorial boundaries and:,

organIc interdependence; it stable and closed to.dutside

Solidarity is the result of &shared syetem.Pf mores and mutualeartespon.....,

-dence of interests. In a GeseIlsehaft, rational self- interest:

to eaken traditional bonds.- Social relations are governed by y-IaWai

re ulatioos, and other formal control mechanisma., The iockety.is:

specialization, atandardiiatidn,:andcharacteriied by segmentalizatio

caopetit4on: utility ,and efficiency; are. valued over moral,,imperdfiveS99-2 .

These.two.,different /forms of sociaLorganization are also distingOshed. ,

. ,

7*byecitateat ing .t- es. of knowledge systems. The Getheinschaft haa.been
6

charaCtenized ats representing a "sacred" school of thought the GesellsChaf

secular conceptual system. 'Durkeinhadvanied the proposition-that the
/P

ettitudinel'distinetion betWeen treating things:as .sacred and as-prOtene
/

-AG basically the 'same* that between moral; obligations and expederi't

utility . '101'

continued the comparison by indicating that



47.

. . Gemei -chaft types ofeociety have,a traditionally
defined fund of knowledge which is hay ed down as conclu-
sive;'they are not concerned with disc-vering Or extending
knowledge. The very effort to test th traditibnal
knowledge, in so far as it. implies.dou t, is ruled out as
-virtually blasphemous. -.In such a group, prevailing,.
logic and mode of thought is that of an "ars demonstrandi"
not of ar("Ars inveniendi." Its methods are
ontological and dogmatic,not_episteMolegic-end critical; --

.

its mode-of thought is that of conceptual:realism,' not
nominalistic as in tbedeseliphbaft typ6 of Organization;
its system-of categories, organismic and not mechanistic. 102

This paradigm may prove a useful frame:of referehee for hservin

and describing the implicit theories of. teachers. The Gemeinachafi

_.system of knowledge c esponds rather closely to the observations

presented earlier that teachers rely little on objective measures of

effectiveness, that they are edition-Oriented rather than change-

tented, and that they do not seem to recognize as salient a body o

techniCal knowledge for teaching. The Gemeinschaft orientation toward

nottative social .interactions based on _a s=ense of community may also

be a. useful way of viewing teachers' apparent- eMphaSis on interpersonal

relations in the classroom and on the affective outcomes of teaching.

The "sacred" quality of this school of thought is suggestive of.

Jackson's observation that teachers' views ck,f children are characterized

by romantic idealism and mystical* optimism,` "a quasimyatioal faith in

human\perfectaliity
103

Jackson speculates, that this "tender-minded"

view may have an adaptive significance\which has remained -hidden from

"researchers and others, who believe their 'mission in life is to dispel

such old fashioned views."

isortie.observesi-lUrthe

. Ak:
a high level-of interpersonal impact- on the pa

[of teachers] presume

the teacher; he must
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change moral or emotional attitudes or permeate the consciousness of

104
every student." Lortie's later analysis of the conditions under

which teaching occurs suggests that the adaptive significance of teachers'

views of children and of their own role in realizing that potentiality

may be grounded in the peculiarities of the work that teachers,do. He

notes that "teachers do 'people work,' but they .do it under SoMewhat

n105
special conditions. First, the low degree of voluntarism in-the

teacher-student relationship is reflected in the fact that children and

teachers do not choose each other; they are assigned to each other by

third parties. Second, the problem of extracting work from immature,

"Conscripted" workers means that teachers mist "forge bonds which will

not only ensure_ compliance but . . generate-effort and interest in

--7-akarning=obe . "1,3° Finally, the classroom setting for teachers'

endeavors requires that goals be net and relationships managed in a

group context.

Given this situation for accomplishing teaching objectives, it

Would not be'surprising for teachers to feel that their first order of

business must be the development of interpersonal ties and a shared sense

of group purp se the classroom. Without these underpinnings for

consensual socialrelations, student e'ffort and interest could not be

directed_toward learning tasks.

In fact, L tie's/respondents identified interpersonal capaCitieti

and dispositions most often as the qualities which characterize effec

/ -a7
tive or Similarly, B. L. Anderson's study of

teaChere judgme

stude--ts was the characteristic consider-id most impp-tani

of teacher effectiveness found that interest in
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in reaching a judgment of teacher effectiveness, whereas characteristics

relating to teaching techniques or practices --such as the establishment

of objectives, use of classroom discussion, and homework requirements--

were considered least, impo _ant 1088

I

In sum, then, prior research on teachers' views- -their goals, aims

and their standards for judging effectiveness-- indicates that there may

be several points of disjuncture between teachers' values or ideals'and

,those implicit in a rationalistic model of teaching. If the findings

of the studies cited'above are Accurate .turrent descriptions of teachers'

thinking, their primary goals stress, the moral or affective outcomes of

learning; they place little faith in objective measures of cognitive

achievement as reflections of student learning or teacher effectiveness;

their aims in the classroom are process-oriented rather than product=

oriented;. and they emphasize interpersonal capacities over technical

abilities when they consider standards for good teaching,

Several queS\kions naturally arise regarding this capsulation of

teachers' views. First; do teachers still commonly articulate these

kinds ofoutlooks; or has a more "scientific" approach replaced these

emphases in their thinking?- Second, do teethe views vary across

different-school or classroo ettings? Are thee systematic differences

in the statements of goals or purpose of teachers who work in.schools or

school districts of different sizes, with different pup populations,

or ith different organizational structures? Do teachers work with

1

pupils of different ages vr: bility levels hold different views.

Finally, given that teachers' conceptions of their goals and, the

-ndards for judging effectiveness achavesome-itpt on their teaching
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behaviors, what discernible influence do these beliefs jiave on teachers'

willingness or ability to accommodate district, state, or federal level

policy mandates in their day-to-day teaching activities? Do teacheis

feel they can pursue several sets of goals simultaneously? Are their

value systems permeable to change or to outside influences? Can they

absorb practices based on divergent philosophies of teaching into their

work-without conscious discomfort or. dissatisfaction?

Answers to theme questions will require some understanding of how

teachers approach their instructional tasks--how they attempt to achieve

their goals and fulfill their implicit standards for effective teaching.

The next section presents research findings relevant to these topics and

further explores their implications for teachers' views of educational

policies.

How Teachers Plan and Conduct Instruction

The rational model of teacher planning first proposed by Tyleril°-

recommends four fundamental steps for effective planning:

(1) specify objectives;
. (2) select learning activities;
(3) organize learning activities;
(4) specify evaluation procedures.

This model can be characterized as a rational means -ends model in which

the first step is to decide upon fhe ends (objectives) to be accomplished,

and the succeeding steps involve the choice of means_(activities) and

111
assessment procedure -for--ffieasuring the attainment of the goals.--

The rational planning model has been used for several decades both

to describe and prescribe teachers' planning processes. A number
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recent studies, however, have indicated that, in actuality,

"learning objectives are seldom the starting point for planning.

Instead, teachers plan around their students. and around activities."112

Researchers who have studied teachers' planning have proposed various

alternative models which seem more aptly to describe the planning

practices of teachers.

Taylor. concluded that curriculum planning should begin with

considerations of teaching content and context (e.g., time resources,

sequencing), followed by considerations of pupil interests and attitudes,

and then by considerations related to goals and eValuation.-113 Zahorik

proposed an "integrated ends-means Model" based on his observation:that

teat;I Locus first on learning activities because objectives arise

and exist only in the context an activitn students shape the learn-

experience and the objectives in the course of the activity so that'

p- p' of goals becomes meaningless
4

McCutcheon also noticed the simultaneity of teachers' considerations

during planning and noted:

Teachers' planning . involves a complex simultaneous
uggling of a lot of information about children subject

matter and contextual influences. It does not'follow.
the rational model taught in ma--,y education courses----
Rather, it .accounts for far more .,iforiffition, follows
differeht_paths-of-T-thinking and a different order.115

The nonlinear quality of teacher' thinking when they are deciding

what and how to teach is a common thread runni through the s arch.

Yinger observed a similarity between the processes used by teachers and

the problem-solving and design processes observed in endeavors such as

musical compostiOn chess playing, and architectural design. In all

of these cases, he points out;
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. . . no problem specification is given or agreed upon,
no formal language with precise solution operations is
-available, and the goals to be achieved and the restric-
tions on the problem are open to interpretation.

(C)oalsare continually developed through a cycle
involving anticipation of solutions and the results
of attempts at solving Subproblems.116

A later study by Clark and Yinger found general support for a

cyclical planning process model rather than a linear one. They

observed th

Rather than moving from well-specified and,carefully
stated objectives, our teachers more commonly began
with a general idea and moved through the phases of
successive elaboration.117

teachers do not plan ' ationally,":hat is,. by 'Specifying

objectives and then matching activities and'techniques to their goals,

what are the results for instruction? What little research exists on

the effects of planning on instruction again suggests ehAt teachers'

non-adherence to the rational model may have some important consequence

for the kind of learning which' occurs

-Studies of the effectiveness for Student learning of using behav-_
ioral objectives are about equally divided between those which find sig-

nifirat facilitative effects for students' use of objectives in fact4a1

recall situations and those which do not.118 Some of the research,
_

though indicates that for tasks requiring higher-level reasoning alai-

ity,,students' use of behavioral objectives does not generally help19d may-actually hinder learning.'

indicates that "relevant' learn g increases when behavioral objectives,

While the bulk of the,evidence

are presented to students, some stidies also Auggast that "incidental"

learning--learning of information not tied to the specified.objectives--'
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decreases when students are given specific objectives '2Q

The effects on student learning of use of objectives

in planning has been little studied; two studiesi however, suggest

that emphasis on objectives and subject-matter content in planning

decreases teachers' responsiveness or sensitivity to student cues.

-Zah rik's comparison of the inat -uctional -behaviors of teachers who

used behavioral objectives and detailed planning of content versus

the behaviors of teachers who did not use such plans led him to cob-
,

elude that use of the typical planning model decreases sensitivity to

pupils on the part of the teacher. He defined sensitive behavior as

"verbal acts of the teacher that p,_ i encourage, and develop pupils

ideas, thoughts, and actions.
,121

Peterson and Clark found that teacher flexibility--noting-atudent

cues and chooSing alternative approaches while teaching - -was negatively

,

related to the number of planning statements previously written and to

the emphasis on sub atter facts,reflected'in the planning state-

ments. On the other hand,,flexibIlitY was positively related to higher

order (conceptually-oriented) planning and planning related'to instruc--

tional processes, rather-than to subject - matter. They also found.

that teacher flexibility was significantly and positively correlated

with student scores on higher-,order, abstract themes on an essay test,

while "inflexibility" bact:the greatest pOsit4ve effect on student-.

performance on' a multiple-choice test and on concrete themes on, the

essay test. It seemed that teachers who closely fol ed detailed plans

-

oriented towstoward/subject-matter learning enabled the.r students to remem-

ber facts,tile teacher's who focused on instructional Process and\who.

adaptedithe -instruction.to student reactions encouraged their - students

tb quire more abstract concepts.122
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One hypothesis suggested by the research on the use of behavioral

objectives and rational planning techniques is thatteachers may find

,other approaches more conducive to flexibility or to encouraging criti-

cal- thinking on the part of their students. Alternatively, it may be

that the qualities which characterize classroom life--multidimensionality,

simultaneity, and unpredictability -
123

-make the.use of rational planning

techniques impractical or counterproductive. As McCutchen notes,

teachers' planning processes are greatly influenced by the need to,ad-
0

just to interruptions, unexpected classroom events, and_childrin s,needs

and interests.
124

Jackson suggests that the major weakness of what he calls the

engineering view of the teaching process is that it begins with an over-

mplified image of what goes on in classrooms. The complexity of a

teacher's:work makes precise specification of objectives.and accurate

monitoring of progress al ost impossible.

. . :'The problem is not just -that the teacher is too busy,
although that is surely part -of it. It is also that he
engaged in a process that is qualitatively unlike,the descrip-
tions implied in learning theories-and .in'what'is here called
the engineering view of educational progress,. Aa typically,
conducted,, teaching is an opportunistic process That is to
say, neither the teacher nor his students can predict -with
any certainty exactly yhatwill happen next. Plans are
forever going-awry and uneipected opportunities for the
attainment -of educational goals are constantly emerging .

Although most teachers make plans in'advance, they are aware,
1as they make them of the likelihood of change . : They

know, or come to know, that the path of educational-progress \

more closely--resembles the flight of a butterfly than the
flight of a bullet.12 .

The emphases on processe (activities ) and pupils in teachers'

planning seem also to direct instructional decisions in the.
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classroom. When choosing activities, teachers report that their judg-

meats are most influencedhy concerns for student motivation and involve-

ment and by other contextual considerations related to particular attri-

butes of their class, classroom setting, their personal,style!
26

Teacher ',conceptions of instruction also seem to -be contextually deter

They report that their ideas and practices are closely linked

to characteristics of their pupils and classroom settings,
127

If the emphases or points of departure of the rational model for

planning and instruction are. different from those articulated by teachers,

what are. the results when the two approaches collide? Are the practices

implied or required by rationalistic plans for management and in true-

.tion,in_Compatible with teachers' usual practices, br can they be syn-

thesized in some satisfactory way? Answers -to these questions will

depend upon knowledge of certain more specific factors: .What are the

points f disjuncture between teachers' views of planning and_instruc-

tion and the.vie s-implicit in the rationalistictodel? Are such dif-

ferences fundamental or tangential to the educational process, that -is,

do they involve matters of form or substance concerning instructional

approaches and practices? How o teachers plan, conduct and evaluate

instruction when they perdeivethemselves to be under pressure to accom--

modate to rationalistic teaching? When they do not perceive theMselves

to be under pressUre? Under what conditions do teachers feel that they

must alter their behavior to adapt to,accountabilityplans? How do

they respond? What coping behaviors do they exhibit?

The degree to which teachers are willing to change their behaviors

in resporise;te felt pressures is likely influenced by their views

their toles within the school Organization.- Teachers' orientations
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toward authority and toward school system demands for accountability

d standardization are explored in the next section.

Teachers' Viers of Their Roles

The rationalistic model makes important assumptions about how

.schools operate. Ilt assumes that the goals of education are set poi

ically, transmitted through the school district and school building

hierarchies, and then comecome.to rest with the teacher for implementation.-

The view of teachers as professionals armed with special expertise is

de-emphasized in favor of a view of teachers as agents of the school

bureaucracy.

The accountability movements of the 1970s,view teachers not
as autonomous dedisionmakera but ad agents of public school
policymakers, agents subject to)hieratthidal controls.-120

To what extent does this view actor& with reality? To what.extent do

the formal goals or policies ofthe school system guide the actions

of teachers?

In the sociologicalliterature which views schools as loosely

coupled organizations, teachers are portrayed .as largely autonomous

--profeseionala. 129
Studies of teachers' views and of teaching practices

have tended to support the notion that "the learning activities of

children and the, teaching activities of teachers-are marginally related

to the activities of administrators

Research conducted before 1970 found that-teachers actively resisted

the bureaucratic rationalization of theit-roles. Most of the teachers

,130

interviewed by Lbrtie Attributed greater edudational benefits to teacher

freedom and creativity than to .board policy and efficiency moves; they
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loosen organizational claims _ favor of teacher

131.
decision-making in the classroo_ Jackson found that teachers

would react with substantial hostility to such constraints on their

autonomy as might be imposed by requirements tO.,use an inflexible cur-

riculuM or by continual evaluation of their classroom conduct by their

-132
administrative superiors. CorWin,, reporting on a survey of teacher

militancy in the midwestern States, contended that teachers wanted.more

control over their work, whereas\administrators viewed them as "employees

owing obedience."
133

More recent studies have documented teacher

sistance to attempts by administrators and others outside the classroom

134° to impose rationalistic inst ectional models upon their work.

May organizational theorists haVe pointed. to the tensiona which

exist'between the hleratchical, bureaucratic structUre'of school organ-

izations and the nature of teaching work..
135

Whereas the structural

characteristics of schools are typical of organizations with agreed-upon

goals and 'technologies, teaching work incorporates diffuse goals and

diverse techniques more suited to a "flat" organizational structure

allowing a relatively large degree of autonomy for practitioner 136

Wolcott found that the "flatness" of the ideal authority st uctur

teachers exists in marked contrast to the formal organizational struc-

ture in which they work.
137

How do teachers resolve the:or anizational contradiction in which

they spei,to be placed? How do 'they respond to the activation of

.hierarchical controls or pressures to conform? In one 'view, the teache

acts-as a policymaker or political broker.
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From this point of view ethers are thought to have
enough' discretion for their teaching to be influenced by
their own beliefs, of what schooling ought to be. But at
the same time teachers will choose (or be constrained to
choose) to follow certain pressures from without. The
pressures which they follow may be consistent or incensis-
tent with their own ideas of what schooling ought to, be
. . Teachers are likely to respond:to external factors
to which they attribute authority or'power.138

, -

Within this perspective, it is then critical to understand what kinds

of authority or power teachers are likely to respond tp. A study of

teachers' willingness to change the content of their instruction found

that, in response to hypothetical pressures, teachers reported they

would be most responsive to changes dictated the school district's

stated objectives or tests. Although teachers reported a remarkable

,willingness to add new topics in response to any source of pressure (and...

their reported willingness increased with thenumber f sources of pres-

sure), they also showed a reluctance to Omit "old". topieswith the

additionof new ones.
1 39

One -may,infer from these findings either that

teachers are malleable and hierarchicAly-oriented or that they belieVe

such malleability is the socially adceptable response.

to omit.things they are usedito teaching, though,

Their- reluctance

reveal. a strategy:

-61,superficial acceptance and responSe to district ma-dates or other,

I

.

.

pressures so as to protect the instiuctional turf they care about.140,

I .

Others have, suggested that tead4ers respond to orgahizat
1 I

demands by insplating theMselves Within their classrooms where a
=

141
ent set of authorityi.reIftionships and values predominate When

confronted-by,insistent pressures to\ 'conform to a new 'instructional
4

model, they generally employ passiv forMS of istince,described as

"going through the motions" or "playing the gamei" without making'
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much of the
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changes in their classroom activities.

research suggests that teachers

42
In general,,

simply do not place a

great deal of importance on the views or influences of the administra-

tive hierarchy And that the

attempts to rationalize their

Our

explore their feelings concerning

the setting of educational goals,

levels of authority; and the ratio

d'eologies remain largely unaffected-by.

ales.

examination of teachers' views of the rationalistic model w

bureaucratic control of teaching,

objectives, and standards by higher

zaion or regulation of educationla

content and teaching methods. Most policies aimed at improving educe-

tional quality are designed to-etionalize the behavior of the teache

To the extent that still,seet'to resist the bureaucratic

,

ra-

tionalization of their roles, we will attempt to uncover their reasons

for resisting. Do they wish' not' to be held accountable, or do they

m the currently preposed,methods for holding them accountable to

be pedagogically unsound? Do they'Wishto maximize their,

autonomy, or -merely to preserve it. within some agreed -upon constraints?.

Is it possible,--but 't uch effort--to be subjected to rationalization,

or is rationalization viewed as technically impossiblIT' Is rationalize-,

tion seen as dehumanizing? Do they think rationalization -is at odds

i

with-other goals which they deem more important Wha are the condi7

'tion which would bake.it acceptable? Is rationalization of certain

4,spects of, schooling considered mo

of,others?

To the extent that teachers seem to accept', the bureaucratic ration-

e willingly than the ea liar studies indicate

e feasihle and de able -than it 'is

aliI zation of their roles
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that they did, we will.s.ttempt to dis:over what influence, if any, such

acceptance has had upon their statements of goals for and beliefs

about, education and their wo

with rationalistic goals

Are their stated goals more compatible

education? Have recent policies changed

4

their approach to judging their own effectiveness? Do they perceive

hierarchical controls as more legitimate and useful than earlier studies

indicate? Do they see rationalistic characterize-

tions of their roles as helpful or as somewhat dysfunctional but neces-

ery? Are there differences among types of teachers who find bureau-
.

cratic rationalization more or less acceptable ?Y Do those whose views

of schooling are compatible with the rationalistic mOdel differ in any-

systematic ways in -,heir beliefs about educational goals, processes,

and practicesjromteachers who hold other views? ,
F

How Teachers' Attitudes Toward the Rationalistic Model are Sha ed

-Where do teachers develop their attitudes toward rationalism in

education and toward the teaching act in general? Lortie found that

I

teachers reported relativelyXIttle influence on their beliefs and

practices as a result _f their teacher education experiences. Most

said that they learned how to teach frosvexperiende; many were influ-

enced by teachexs.they themselves had once had,in school.

The kind of socialization sequence [experienced by teachers
leaves room for the emergence and reinforcement of idiosyn-
cratic experience and personal synthesis. In neither struc-
ture nor content is it well suited to inculcating commonly'
held, empirically derived, and rIgorously grounded practices

':and principles of pedagogy. The ledsons taught by early yet -

persisting Models rest on chanceand personal preference;
training in pedagogy (lees not seem to fundamentally alter
earlier ideas about teAChing. Teachers say that the* grin-
cipal teacher has been experience; they learned, to teach
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A study 'of -teachers con p

that e ther explained,their ins

to concept about readingreading,,,and a

ceptions about affective classroom

ons- af reading instruction found

ructional deciaions with reference

out education generally, e.g. con-

elationshipS, student character-

ist°ics, and classroom management. Ineisionmaking situations,

teachers' non-reading conceptions tended to have greater impact\than

their conceptions of reading; overall, though, theirdecisions seemed

tp be influenced more by the teaching context than by'any particular

conception.
153

Whether teachers share common conceptions oftheir,work or whether,

as'iortie suggests; their.conceptions are highly individualistic and are::

based On idiosyncratic personal experience's, is\cine queStion C will

addres.in.the courae of this study. _Other-questions which

Seek to answer concerning the formation of-teach 7iews

following: How useful do they regard their.. _eacher-educatiOn experiences

What-oonceptions of teaChing do they retain from their
_

having been?

What elements of,the rationalistic model of teaching

were
r

in later courseWork-
-=

training?

What is`the relatiVe importance of various kinds of-experiences--child

',hood expeki

\

experiences!_and teacher training experiences--in Shaping teachers'
,

views? What relationship exists:betweenteachers' implicit theories

d the particular context in which they teach?

.

ith Ipeers or administrators classroom

r.7t



CCNCLUDIN-NOTEs

Many am ious areas of inquiry are suggested' by this fiameilork-
-

for ekam nin to Chers concep4iona of heir-wor education,generally,

end of the; ratiinalistic .model in particular. We have recently-completeac

detailed interviews
-1-

Mid-Atlantic'area,an d we.will -be analyzing. theirxesponies

months to come. Itis alreadyclear that this will be a task-of consid-
-

h 45 teachers from, three school d of eicts in the

exable coMplexity, given .the richnes hedata base the elusive

nature,of. our quest for the theories underlying

our latervieweed.

e explic sponges

analysis will seek 6 teat and extend the findings Of prior

4
research in-this area-as- explore the commonalities and'differences

i

in teachers'. views. What we have understood about teacher view ill

tWcormparethose policy views which characterize schools as bureaU-
,

' cracies, leachers as-bureaucrats, students as objects ana edncatienee

\purely instrumental. tie outcome of our efferts-=if the data-behave

imaelves ancLour,minds-stretch far enough to encompass them-may,be'

the explication of an alternative conceptual framework which .chargeter-

izes the educational endeavor from...the perspective, of teachers._

:,best outcome .would be the discovery of concepts, of'scheoling-,-, tetiehinglq,-
-.. -; _rk ,-------:--

r., _.,
all.d, learningtivhieh are perceived as relevant:by-teachers and which could

guide the 'development of governMental Oneida-directed-at ale aetivitie
. ,

of- _teachers .
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